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An Introduction to Distributed AlgorithmsMIT Press, 1996
"Barbosa makes the otherwise difficult subject of distributed algorithms very enjoyable and attractive to both students and researchers. The leading intuitive discussion of each algorithm is so very well organized and clearly written that a reader can, without the slightest effort, have a clear picture of it. An ideal textbook for an...
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Financial Modeling with Crystal Ball and Excel (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
"Professor Charnes's book drives clarity into applied Monte Carlo analysis using examples and tools relevant to real-world finance. The book will prove useful for analysts of all levels and as a supplement to academic courses in multiple disciplines."
   -Mark Odermann, Senior Financial Analyst, Microsoft
   
   "Think...
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Auralization: Fundamentals of Acoustics, Modelling, Simulation, Algorithms and Acoustic Virtual Reality (RWTHedition)Springer, 2007
From the reviews:
"Particularly attractive about this book is its very complete coverage of auralization techniques, presenting applications not only in room acoustics but also in sound insulation and in other noise control engineering applications, as well as in real-time virtual reality. … The book serves as an excellent overview...
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High-performance and Hardware-aware ComputingKIT Scientific Publishing, 2008

	High-performance system architectures are increasingly exploiting heterogeneity: multi- and manycore-based systems are complemented by coprocessors, accelerators, and reconfigurable units providing huge computational power. However, applications of scientific interest (e.g. in high-performance computing and numerical simulation) are not yet...
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Development of Innovative Drugs via Modeling with MATLAB: A Practical GuideSpringer, 2013

	The development of innovative drugs is becoming more difficult while relying on empirical approaches. This inspired all major pharmaceutical companies to pursue alternative model-based paradigms. The key question is: How to find innovative compounds and, subsequently, appropriate dosage regimens?


	Written from the industry...
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Neural Networks in Unity: C# Programming for Windows 10Apress, 2018

	
		
			
				
					Learn the core concepts of neural networks and discover the different types of neural network, using Unity as your platform. In this book you will start by exploring back propagation and unsupervised neural networks with Unity and C#. You’ll then move onto activation functions, such as sigmoid...
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CCSP SNRS Exam Certification Guide (CCSP Self-Study) (Exam Certification Guide)Cisco Press, 2005
CCSP SNRS Exam Certification Guide is a best-of-breed Cisco® exam study guide that focuses specifically on the objectives for the SNRS exam. Network security engineers Greg Bastien, Sara Nasseh, and Christian Degu share preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of...
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CCNA Cisco Certified Network Associate Study Guide, 4th Edition (640-801)Sybex, 2003
Here's the book you need to prepare for Cisco's    revised CCNA exam, 640-801. This new edition of the best-selling CCNA    Study Guide provides:
	In-depth coverage of every CCNA    exam objective    
	Practical information on Cisco internetworking    solutions    

...
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Project Management Simulation with PTB Project Team BuilderSpringer, 2012

	“The Project Team Builder (PTB) meets the need for an effective teaching and training tool of project management. The software introduces the user to the full dynamics of project planning, monitoring and control, moving scenario-wise from the easy, fundamental issues to the more involved, complex ones. Based on a sound conceptual...
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Cognition and Multi-Agent Interaction: From Cognitive Modeling to Social SimulationCambridge University Press, 2005
This book explores the intersection between cognitive sciences and social sciences. In particular, it explores the intersection between individual cognitive modeling and modeling of multi-agent interaction (social stimulation). The two contributing fields--individual cognitive modeling (especially cognitive architectures) and modeling of...
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Interconnection Noise in VLSI CircuitsSpringer, 2003
Interconnections are a most important design issue nowadays. Trends in the microelectronic industry are leading to unwanted interconnect effects, especially noise, becoming more important. This increasing importance is mainly due to three reasons: increasing integration, increasing signal frequency spectrum components, and increasing complexity....
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Virtual Realities: Dagstuhl Seminar 2008Springer, 2011

	The articles by well-known international experts intend to facilitate more elaborate expositions of the research presented at the seminar, and to collect and document the results of the various discussions, including ideas and open problems that were identified. Correspondingly the book will consist of two parts. Part I will consist of...
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